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WARNING LIGHT FOR FORKLIFT

The blue warning light is a warning signal for operators in the same area
as a forklift. It helps to see the blue light before the forklift comes close,
especially in the blind spot area.

SERIES

The red warning light is a red line which indicates the safe zone between the operator
and the forklift. When there is a run or turn of the forklift, the operator will know how
far backwards should be.

SERIES

LOW POWER BUT HIGHT BRIGHTNESS
The PX Series warning lights use high quality osram or cree LEDs which provide
high brightness and long lifespan. Combined with high quality lens helps to focus
light to be bright and clear There is also a re ector sheet inside to help re ect
light to be more brighter. All of this makes the PX warning lights, although using
less power, but providing higher brightness than conventional models with higher
power.

EXCELLENT HEAT DISSIPATION
In most cases, the forklift warning light will turn on almost always,
the cooling is very important to help the warning lights last a long
time. The PX Series warning lights are designed to dissipate heat
throughhe ns behind the lamp for optimal cooling in each model,
providing the longest lifetime.

QUALITY TEST
The PX Series warning lights have quality testing standard.
Whether it is the test of temperature resistance, resistance to
vibration, Checking the amount of light, etc therefore customers
can be ensured that the warning light PX Series has good quality
and high durable.



series
Blue Spot Warning Light
The warning light is blue point shape to project the light to oor at long distances
to alert the operator that the forklift is approachingThe extra-large double lens
gives the illumination high brightness, which is equivalent to conventional 12W lamps.

This warning light is characterized by a high intensity blue circle. For projecting to the
oor in front or the back of a forklift truck to help operators notice the lights before
the forklift is approaching. With a wattage of up to 48 watts, the warning lights are
clearly visible. Suitable for use in open areas where there is a lot of ambient light.
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PXS
The warning light PXS-18BA is blue arrow shape to project the light to oor at long distance
to alert the operator that the forklift is approaching. The arrow shape helps the operator
know the direction of the forklift's movement and direction. The ultra-large single lens
and re ector provide a high brightness

The warning light PXS-27BF is a blue arrow with ashing lights, which helps the operator
to clearly see and know the direction of the forklift's movement from the arrow direction
projected to the grounds. With a large and high quality lens, the light is bright and clear at
the distance.

Characteristics of ashing warning lights model PXS-27BF
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Red Line Warning Light
The red warning light has a line shape, used to set the zone to let the operator know the
safe distance when near the forklift. The PXL-6R warning light has a high quality lens,
which allows the light to be emitted is relatively bright throughout the line. Although the
power of the PXL-6R is only 6 watts, the re ector inside gives the brightness as high as
10 watts of conventional lamps.

The red warning light has a line shape, used to set the zone to let the operator know the
safe distance when near the forklift. The PXL-30 warning light provides a high power of
30 watts. The light output is highly bright, the line can be observed clearly, even in
relatively bright places.
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PXL
The PXL-60R/-60B warning light has a high brightness with a power of 60 watts,
projecting a straight line of red or blue. clearly visible Suitable for work areas
where there is quite a lot of outside light.

New!

The PXL-20CR/-20CB warning light emits a red curve and is used to indicate the
rear boundary of a forklift to give the operator a safe distance from the forklift.
With 20 watts of power, it is clearly visible and the curves are consistent with
the rotation of the forklift.

Combining PXL series to create boundary areas

PXL-6R x 2

OR

PXL-30R x 2

Create a safety margin by installing
PXL-6R or PXL-30R both sides
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PXL-6R x 3

OR

PXL-30R x 3

Create a safety margin on all three sides by installing
PXL-6R or PXL-30R both sides and rear

PXL-6R x 2

OR

PXL-30R x 2

+

PXL-20CR x 2

Create a safety margin on all three sides by installing
Side PXL-6R or PXL-30R side and PXL-20CR rear
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The PXC-72 warning light is used to attach to the crane to allow local operators
to know and observe the warning light when the crane is moving. Helps to prevent
accidents that will have collisions. PXC-72 provides a bright light, clearly observed.
With a power of up to 72 watts, the shape of the light can be transformed into lines
or circles by the front cover as needed.
Lens cover helps to turn the lights into a straight line.

The PXC-72 can change the shape of the light either circular or linear.
When wearing the front lens cap, it changes the shape of the light that
hits the bottom surface from a circle to a straight line.

Circular beam pattern

straight line pattern
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Light Symbols
The PXG model is an symbols projector that uses a strong beam of light to be projected at a speci c location, such as a no-photography
symbol in the restricted area, signs to stop beware of forklifts along the various intersections. The PXG model can be used instead of a
sticker that may be torn or dirty so that the symbol may not be clear.

Power 35,50 watts
For general use, approximate
Distance 5-10 meters.

General

High power 80,120 and 200 Watt
For long distance and brightness
environment
Distance 10-.30 meters

Long Distance

You can design your own symbols as needed.
According to use Which supports both black/white and
colors
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ไฟแสดงสัญลักษณ

Shows the relationship between the distance of the light to be projected to a surface and the size of the symbol, for example when
projecting a light to a surface area at a distance of 10 m. Will make the size of the symbol approximately 3 meters in diamete.

** Approximate information depending on the production, assembly

Select a high power model when the symbol is displayed at a
distance. For example, if you want to install the PXG at a distance
of 15 meters, it should be used model PXG-80L
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Diamension

85mm

86mm

120mm

212.5mm

142.5mm

20mm

85.2mm

87mm

113mm

56.4mm

52mm

68mm

53mm

98.5mm

66.7mm

85.96mm

85mm
111.11mm

90mm

95mm
220mm

95mm
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85mm

240mm

100mm
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Model
Light Source
Beam type / Color
Operating voltage
Operating temperature
Electrical protection
Life time
Protection rated
Material
Wiring
Weight

Model
Light Source
Beam type / Color
Operating voltage
Operating temperature
Electrical protection
Life time
Protection rated
Material
Wiring
Weight

PXS-6B

High Power Osram LED
2pcs x 4w
Spot / Blue
10-80Vdc

655 g

PXL-6R

PXS-18BA

PXS-45B

PXS-27BF

High Power Osram LED
High Power Cree LED
High Power Osram LED
9pcs x 2w
9pcs x 5w
9pcs x 3w
Arrow / Blue
Spot / Blue
Flashing Arrow / Blue
10-80Vdc
10-80Vdc
10-80Vdc
-40 to +85 C
Reverse Polarity Protected
> 30,000 - 50,000 hr
IP67
Aluminium die-cast housing / PC cover / Stainless steel bracket
2 wires (Red:+V,Black:0V) / Double insulated silicon rubberized wire
350 g
1,250 g
680 g

PXL-30R

PXL-60R

PXL-20CR

PXC-72

High Power Osram LED High Power Osram LED High Power Osram LED High Power Osram LED High Power Cree LED
2pcs x 3w
6pcs x 5w
12pcs x 5w
1pcs x 20w
24pcs x 5w
Line
/
Spot (Changeable)
Line / Red
Line / Red,Blue
Line / Red,Blue
Curve / Red,Blue
Red , Blue
10-80Vdc
10-80Vdc
10-80Vdc
10-80Vdc
10-80Vdc
-40 to +85 C
Reverse Polarity Protected
> 30,000 - 50,000 hr
IP67
Aluminium die-cast housing / PC cover / Stainless steel bracket
2 wires (Red:+V,Black:0V) / Double insulated silicon rubberized wire
1,350 g
265 g
620 g
550 g
1,680 g
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